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Thread: Looks like I'm in for a hell of a ride
Run in Silence - October 23, 2011, 10:03 am

So this is the place where all the mischief happens? Glad to be a part of that. Never used
pheromones, not expecting it to look like an AXE commercial or half naked zombies chasing me but
a dominant edge. The Mainstream Media hypes some of these products according to some sites, to
me that is a sign that those products don't work or is not the most effective. Got a 1 oz bottle from a
nature store for &#36;22 on a whim that has it, said don't put too much or it will repel. Not going to
spend money so people can be angry. so i'll document that with tempered expectations. Smells
pretty good though.
About myself I'm a 5'9 180 lb 25 year old good looking Single White American Male of Cuban
ancestry from Northern New Jersey. Slept with a few women mostly in college though. Love to be
single as long as I can and looking to make it more enjoyable. Looking for the opportunity for more
sexual encounters. In a "perfect world" scenario White women between 21-55. Looking for
something that is dominant, social and of course sexual. Reading on the forums seems the Alpha
Dream products work pretty well. Glace seems to be off the charts.
Your needed advice will help me and I'll see where this goes.
SeriousSmile - October 23, 2011, 10:10 am

HEY HEY Run in silence
Glad to have you here buddy.

My experience with glace is that it gives people the green flag to fill your ears with anything and
everything. So if you are good at acting interested in people's conversations and are prepared to
nod lots and lots, then Glace is for you!. It is prefered that it should be mixed with a more alpha
pheromone.

Cheers
Pheroman - October 23, 2011, 11:05 am

Welcome.
A bottle of what?
mark-in-dallas - October 23, 2011, 12:37 pm

Hey Run in Silence, welcome to PheroTruth!
You found the right place for finding information about pheromones, and a group of awesome folks
ready to help you with any questions you might have, or suggestions and advice that you're looking
for.
Rattlesnake - October 23, 2011, 12:39 pm

Hi there, welcome to the forum
halo0073 - October 23, 2011, 1:24 pm

Hello, and welcome! I'm betting you will get hooked and start exploring other Pheromones.
idontknow - October 23, 2011, 2:17 pm

Welcome!
As a beginner i recommend Alfa Maschio to you.
(10-23-2011 5:03 AM)Run in Silence Wrote: &nbsp;Got a 1 oz bottle from a nature store for
&#36;22 on a whim that has it, said don't put too much or it will repel. Not going to spend money so
people can be angry. The usual suspect for repelling effects is Androstenone. Very high doses of it
may make girls all bitchy at you and may make her hate you, no matter how nice you are.
Depending on her personality she will still be very attracted to you. Funny stuff
shadowknight - October 23, 2011, 3:03 pm

HI Run in Silence welcome to pherotruth
ClintX2 - October 23, 2011, 10:10 pm

Welcome
Run in Silence - October 24, 2011, 4:10 am

(10-23-2011 5:10 AM)SeriousSmile Wrote: &nbsp;HEY HEY Run in silence
Glad to have you here buddy.

My experience with glace is that it gives people the green flag to fill your ears with anything and
everything. So if you are good at acting interested in people's conversations and are prepared to
nod lots and lots, then Glace is for you!. It is prefered that it should be mixed with a more alpha
pheromone.

Cheers
It advertises itself as a social pheromone. I generally don't mind hearing people talk, just don't want
to disagree with them on something too strongly. On their site it says 3 sprays at a time should last 6
hours. Winter is coming so I don't know how effect it will be around my neck, but seems to be the
best target spot since it is the most exposed. Should I put a tiny amount on my clothing?
Run in Silence - October 24, 2011, 4:32 am

(10-23-2011 9:17 AM)idontknow Wrote: &nbsp;Welcome!
As a beginner i recommend Alfa Maschio to you.
The usual suspect for repelling effects is Androstenone. Very high doses of it may make girls all
bitchy at you and may make her hate you, no matter how nice you are. Depending on her
personality she will still be very attracted to you. Funny stuff
Ok. Looking for something social, dominant and obviously sexual. Since I'm in a career transition,
something to help me ace an interview at a better job. Haven't heard much about their other product
Corprotivio though? Still looking around the forum for other reviews for work stuff.
As far as that bottle goes tried it today going to a fair. It is an oil and took 4 small drops 2 on wrists
and 2 behind the ears, neck area. Got a few smiles but nothing out of the ordinary. One cute black

girl wearing a Capital One hat looked at me kinda hard, but was trying to catch the morning train so
couldn't talk. Don't know if I put too much or not enough?
Run in Silence - October 24, 2011, 4:39 am

As far as my lifestyle I go to night clubs about 2x a month would go more but I don't have a money
printing press so can't go as much as I want. The stronger socially and sexually the better, once the
ice is broken I feel confident I can close the deal. Can't really tell what my strongest pressure point
is, will stick with common area such as neck and wrists for now. Maybe later with hair.
as33156 - October 24, 2011, 6:36 am

(10-23-2011 5:10 AM)SeriousSmile Wrote: &nbsp;HEY HEY Run in silence
Glad to have you here buddy.

My experience with glace is that it gives people the green flag to fill your ears with anything and
everything. So if you are good at acting interested in people's conversations and are prepared to
nod lots and lots, then Glace is for you!. It is prefered that it should be mixed with a more alpha
pheromone.

Cheers
SS couldn't have said it better about Glace, You got reps SS

I find with Glace I have to fake being interested in most conversations. I can be in a conversation
with glace on for hours and have said words like cool, that's great, hmmm, awww, wow etc. &
people will at the end when I tell them i have to leave will be like great conversation.
It's like they are completely blind to the fact that I'm trying to reply with one liners to give them
nothing to continue to talk about. I also find I get a lot of touching from people when i wear glace
alone while they converse with me as if them touching me will make me actually care or really
believe what they are saying.
Can be very weird! It makes people talk like Italians very vocal & animated chatter.
Welcome to the forum Run in Silence,
Pagodeiro - October 24, 2011, 7:36 am

Welcome on board Run in Silence ;)
Pago
Run in Silence - August 19, 2012, 4:01 am

Hey everyone. Haven't been on here in ages, got side tracked with life. That bottle i bought I lost in
public transit so I can never say whether it worked or not. Having gained Employment and a reduced
stress level is now allowing me to try this Pheromone stuff. Things have settled down now so I can
focus on trying this pheromone stuff out. A little tentative of single ingredients for now do not want to
become depressed. Again I am a White Cuban 26 year old male and my targets are mainly young
black, latin women and older white women. Asians not so much. I went out and purchased the
following after some research:

Glace
Corprotivo
Alfo Maschio
Wingman Element X
Wingman Black Label
Wingman X 22 oil
Got the unscented because I feel this may be more effective will cover with perfume though. Got a
few questions
1. Where should I spray? I have to wear a shirt and tie at my job Got the back of the ears and neck
but dont most people approach from the front? Then again I heard a concern was breathing this
stuff in. Would spraying some by my pants be effective?
2. These are synthetic chemicals so I want to use the least possible but have an effect. I want to
avoid overdose at all costs, especially with oil. Whats the best way to measure usage with oil?
3. Also have read that a lot of mainstream soaps and deodorants have chemicals that build up in to
our pores wash out natural pheromones and stay with us. What are the best natural soaps or non
chemical ways to stay clean. Will not be unclean.
All assistance would be appreciated. Glad to be back.
lvgrinder702 - August 19, 2012, 5:06 am

Welcome bro!!!!! Buckle up.....it's going to get wild
Run in Silence - August 21, 2012, 3:06 pm

Wow this stuff came quick. They both came yesterday. Just need to know which one to try first. I'll
try something at work and going out. Just dont want this stuff to stick on my skin for days on end.
Anyway I can wipe it off after a long day? How would I know if I needed to reapply?
Run in Silence - August 22, 2012, 3:50 am

Finally set aside the bottles in my room and noticed the Alpha Dream products had a slight oil
residue to them. It wasn't leaking but Oily, the Wingman products did not leak at all. Again my
concern is measuring the minimal amount to use, not to overdose or freak people out. Can't decide
which one to use. Certainly want sexual and will use anywhere. Dont care if at work or not. I will get
what I want to get. Will begin to write a journal in other post.
jonas25 - August 22, 2012, 4:09 am

Welcome to the board! I am new too and looking to learn more about mones!
Hurakan - August 22, 2012, 1:43 pm

Hi Runs,
As a half Cuban (Father) and Spaniard decent, I dont need to use very much mones as my drive,
charisma and confidence is naturally very high. Glace is a curse for me since I normally can walk up
and talk to anyone and have comfortable conversations right off the bat. Glace just makes it worse
and drive my wife up the wall.
Cubans usually are very confident and swagger more than most, so I would recomend not to over
do the mones too much. I find that L2K and Wolf by far are my favorite, they are smooth and have
great self effects. All you need is to get used to being relaxed and be genuine as you run into

people, and let the mones just help buffer the usual anti social tendencies we run into on a daily
basis.
If your chasing Latin and Black women, from what I read you will need to OD on the mones.
However, that will prob make your latin blood boil and you will more than likley come across very
cocky. It does for me.
I do know that the wifey loves Turn up the heat, AV and Androstadienone . Its a very powerful
combo, brings out the primal Alpha hunter in me big time!
as33156 - August 23, 2012, 2:25 am

(08-22-2012 8:43 AM)Hurakan Wrote: &nbsp;Hi Runs,
As a half Cuban (Father) and Spaniard decent, I dont need to use very much mones as my drive,
charisma and confidence is naturally very high. Glace is a curse for me since I normally can walk up
and talk to anyone and have comfortable conversations right off the bat. Glace just makes it worse
and drive my wife up the wall.
Cubans usually are very confident and swagger more than most, so I would recomend not to over
do the mones too much. I find that L2K and Wolf by far are my favorite, they are smooth and have
great self effects. All you need is to get used to being relaxed and be genuine as you run into
people, and let the mones just help buffer the usual anti social tendencies we run into on a daily
basis.
If your chasing Latin and Black women, from what I read you will need to OD on the mones.
However, that will prob make your latin blood boil and you will more than likley come across very
cocky. It does for me.
I do know that the wifey loves Turn up the heat, AV and Androstadienone . Its a very powerful
combo, brings out the primal Alpha hunter in me big time!
With black women you need to reach OD levels to attract them plus show some swag. Latin women
seem to be the opposite as they get hit by pheromones super fast it's actually like pheromones to
Latin women are like hard liquor to a person who's never had it before.
They have zero tolorance and get drunk really fast and lose all inhibitions. What's great about Latin
women also is that the more pheromones you use they more over the top they behave.
It's like they have no resistance what so ever. I had this one Colombian woman who had to be in
her late 20s to early 30s with her baby in her arm and her rich older white husband in the bathroom
ask me where have I been her whole entire life and gave me her number.
She was the hottest woman I ever seen to date. She would have left her husband who had a
Bentley just for some AV & Androstadienone I think it was.
Run in Silence - August 23, 2012, 2:51 am

Yeah I'm looking to get any type of attractive woman. I prefer White, Black and Latin. Not so much
Asian, Jewish or Muslim but wouldn't deny them either. I put on two sprays of the Wingman
Pheromones, a couple of looks but not much today. I guess you have to give this some time to
adjust to your body and then the hits will come with of course talking and work.

